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Anharmonic Phonons in Graphene from First Principles
Mordechai Kornbluth
In this work, we develop a new flexible formalism to calculate anharmonic interatomic
interactions from first principles at arbitrary order. Using the recently-developed slave-mode
basis, we Taylor-expand the potential with a minimal number of independent coefficients.
The anharmonic dynamical tensor, a higher-order generalization of the dynamical matrix
in strain+reciprocal space, is calculated via a generalized frozen phonon methodology. We
perform high-throughput calculations, emphasizing efficiency with multidimensional finite
differences and Hellman-Feynman forces. Applying the methodology to graphene, we show
convergence through fifth order terms. Our calculated force constants produce stress-strain
curves, bond-length relaxations, and phonon spectra that agree well with those expected
within DFT. We show that to fully capture anharmonic effects, long-range interactions must
be included.
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With the explosion of computing power over the past few decades, new realms of computa-
tion become available. Computation is often cheaper and faster than experiment, allowing
rapid screening of materials, methods, and physical effects. Molecular dynamics has become
increasingly popular, with applications for drug design, materials synthesis, and device en-
gineering. In material science and physics, computational resources have led to the acceler-
ating materials-by-design intiative [1]. Here we focus on phonon scattering, which is most
frequently used for calculating phonon lifetimes, thermal conductivity, and temperature-
dependent effects [2, 3]. When the atoms in a material approximately move in a force field
generated by the electronic interactions (the Born-Oppenheimer approximation), they can
be modeled using a classical potential, also known as a force field.
The most common force fields are empirical potentials, where the parameterized interac-
tion parameters are fitted to experimental data. However, these provide limited predictive
capability; the model’s quality is limited by the parameters used. More recently, first-
principles quantum-mechanical calculations are used to compute interactions. These have
significantly greater predictive capability, including discovery of new physics, as long as the
methods and assumptions of the calculations hold.
This work describes a new methodology to calculate all interatomic interactions from
first principles at arbitrary order and range, using efficient high-throughput computations.
We apply the methodology to the anharmonic interactions in graphene up to fifth order,
which are necessary to capture the behavior of the phonons under strain. We also publish

























Figure 1.1: Overview of our methodology
As depicted in Figure 1.1, we divide the methodology into three steps, required for con-
structing any set of interatomic interaction parameters. First, in Chapter 2, we define our
energy function and its parameters, using a symmetrized Taylor expansion around a high-
symmetry state at a fixed range. We use the crystal structure and group theory to define a
real-space polynomial expansion. In Chapter 3, we take some computational measurements
that let us determine our parameters. We use density-functional theory to compute the
anharmonic dynamical tensor along a non-uniform grid. Using multidimensional finite dif-
ferences in high-throughput electronic-structure calculations, we find the derivatives of the
energy in strain+reciprocal space. Finally, in Chapter 4, we convert our measurements to
the parameters sought. We use Fourier transforms, least-squares fitting, and cross-validation
to determine our symmetrically independent parameters. This provides us with a 5th-order
interatomic expansion, which can be used for molecular dynamics simulations. Chapter 5
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The first step to building interatomic interactions is to determine the form of the Hamil-
tonian. A continuum-elasticity model [4–8] describes interactions in only an averaged way
[9]. A local-anharmonic approximation [10] treates only the pairwise interactions, omitting
multiatom terms. When performing a Fourier interpolation on a uniform mesh, all interac-
tions within a fixed range are determined, where the range is determined by the coarseness
of the reciprocal-space mesh [11–15]. Although our mesh is nonuniform, the maximum range
of our model is analogously limited by our sampling in reciprocal space. We form a Taylor
expansion [16–19] within a fixed range. The polynomial expansion of order λ describing all








where c~j is a force constant for a particular monomial
~j. The total number of monomials can







An expansion around equilibrium allows Vλ=1 to be zero, but the other terms are combina-
torically numerous.
The energetics of the material in question must converge with respect to the range N ,
which is nontrivial. However, there is evidence that some anharmonic effects are primarily
short-range [10, 20], which leads us to expect relatively quick convergence. Nonanalytic
effects cannot be captured in a real-space polynomial, and must be treated explicitly in
k-space via a perturbative Hamiltonian [21, 22].
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Next, we must treat the symmetry of the problem, to avoid a combinatorically large
number of terms in our expansion. Past work has used explicit constraining equations
[23, 24], which creates a complicated parameter space. Other work uses homogeneity of
free space with respect to rotation to create constraining equations [25–28]. This correlates
terms of different orders, which negates a major advantage of the Taylor expansion, that of
separating the contributions of each order. (See also Chapter 2.3 for details.) Here we use
the slave-mode basis that successfully explained the anharmonic phonons in PbTe [20, 29],
related to the collective-cluster-deformation (CCD) method [18].
Next we detail the formalism and implementation; detailed examples appear in Chapter
2.3.
2.1 Point Group Symmetrization
We seek to construct a polynomial expansion describing all interactions of a cluster of N
atoms in d dimensions. If we do not include symmetry, the polynomial is combinatorically
large. However, symmetry provides a relationship between many of them.




ci · Γi(~r1 . . . ~rN) (2.2)
where we define Γi to be symmetry-independent polynomial functions, meaning that each
must transform as the symmetric irreducible representation of the point group. They are
defined up to a rank-preserving linear transformation, and may be chosen to be orthonormal.
This assures that ci are defined by physical interactions, while Γi are defined purely by the
symmetries of the system. To describe the symmetries, we use group theory and represen-
tation theory, approaches that excel in describing complex physics of a crystal, including
dynamical crystals [30], alloys and disorder [31, 32], and carbon nanotubes [33].
We define Γi via a basis formed of the slave modes of our cluster of N atoms. The slave
5
modes ~φ are symmetrized and orthogonalized according to the point group of the cluster:




where k indexes over the normalized modes, each orthonormal row of Q transforms like a
single irreducible representation (or row thereof) of the point group, and a indexes over the
degrees of freedom of the cluster. Because we have not yet applied the translation group,
our clusters may overlap, so the slave modes may overdescribe the degrees of freedom of the
crystal (hence the name). We will handle this overdescription later.
A uniform translation cannot affect the energy of the cluster (homogeneity of free space
with respect to uniform translation), so we can remove the rows associated with uniform
translation (i.e. set any associated ci to zero). However, it is nontrivial to apply homogeneity
of free space with respect to free rotation. At second order, we can set the rotation mode
to zero, but higher-order effects couple the polynomials of different orders, which removes
our ability to calculate our terms order-by-order and prevent sloshing between orders. (See
Chapter 2.3 for an example.) We therefore do not explicitly impose rotational invariance;
accurate computation of the coefficients will ensure the results are accurate nonetheless.










where we use those polynomials whose symmetric direct product has one or more elements
that transform like the symmetric irreducible representation. Sij are the Clebsch-Gordon
coefficients associated with the products of irreducible representations; for one-dimensional
irreducible representations, j takes only one value and Si = 1. We thus have constructed a
polynomial as per Equation (2.2) that obeys all point-group symmetry for any value of ci.
Equivalent to the above, we can define the potential energy of the cluster in the Cartesian
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basis as:
Vλ = ~c · Γ̂ · ~x(λ) (2.5)
where ~c are the symmetry-independent coefficients, ~x(λ) are the set of all Cartesian monomials
of order λ, and Γ̂ is a full-rank matrix where each row is invariant under both arbitrary
translation and any operation of the point group, i.e. Γ̂i · ~x(λ) = Γ̂i · R̂~x(λ) where R̂ can be
either a uniform translation or any operation in the point group.
There are two gauge transformations that can be performed to this equation:
~φ(λ) = Q(λ)~x(λ) Γ̂(φ) = Γ̂Q−1 (2.6)
~c′ = ~c U−1 Γ̂′ = U Γ̂ (2.7)
The former is equivalent to the symmetrization of modes discussed earlier, using a unitary
transformation Q(λ). The latter, which we take to be a full-rank transformation U , takes lin-
ear combinations of Γi while renormalizing the associated coefficients, and will be important
when we apply the symmetries of the translation group.
2.2 Translation Group Symmetrization
The above suffices for a molecular cluster, but for a periodic crystal we must add translational
symmetry. This may result in an overcomplete description of the system, where our Ni terms
are not actually independent, which is why they are called slave modes. We thus must project
each symmetrically independent term Γi onto the symmetric irreducible representation of
the translation group. We define T̂ (λ) as this projection operator operating on ~x(λ), which









which is the sum of all translation operations. When we sum the total energy over all







= ~c · ν̂ · ~x(λ) (2.9)
where ν̂ = Γ̂T̂ (λ). Although Γ is in general full-rank, ν may be rank deficient, such that
there are only rnk(ν) physically independent coefficients.
Let us assume that we can compute real-space interatomic force constants Ωj =
∂λUλ/∂x
(λ)
j ; we will return later to the mechanisms of these computations. We can take
derivatives of Equation 2.9 to find Ωj = ~c · ν̂, which lets us solve for our coefficients ~c:
~c = ~Ων̂+ (2.10)
where ν̂+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of ν̂. If our computation of Ω has no noise or
error, this is exact; if it includes error, it provides the best fit in a least-squares sense.
How does this pseudoinverse procedure change with a change of basis? From the gauge
relation of Equation (2.7), we can show:
~c = ~c′U = ~Ω(Uν̂)+U (2.11)
If ν̂ is full rank, then the properties of the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse give (Uν̂)+ = ν̂+U−1,
retrieving Equation (2.10). Otherwise, the values of c associated with ker(ν ′T ) are set to
zero, an effect that depends on the choice of U . This will not affect any observables but may
affect the reported calculated parameters. Therefore, in the presence of a rank-deficient ν̂,
any reported values of ~c are defined up to arbitrary values of ker(νT ). Detailed illustrations
appear in the examples of Chapter 2.3.
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2.3 Group Theory Examples
Some simple examples with the two-dimensional dimer and square have been worked out
in Ref. 29. Here we present some further examples to illustrate the gauge freedom of our
system in the case of rank-deficient ν̂.
Four-Atom Linear Chain
0 1 2 3
A
0 1 2 3A
′
0 1 2 3
B
0 1 2 3XB′





Figure 2.1: The four-atom linear chain, in one dimension. (a) The symmetrized modes
of the molecular cluster, including the B′ translation mode that can be removed from the
Hamiltonian due to homogeneity of free space with respect to translation. (b) Springs
connecting the atoms in the cluster, up to the third-nearest-neighbor spring constant. When
the translation group is ignored (i.e. the molecular cluster), k1 and k2 need not be equivalent.
Treatment of the one-dimensional four-atom chain is particularly illustrative for the trans-
lation group and gauge freedom. Here the point group is C2; as shown in Figure 2.1(a), the
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noting that the two modes that transform as A can couple to each other.
When we apply the translation group to the one-dimensional four-atom chain, we find a




1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0


















Leading to a ν̂ (unnormalized) of:
ν̂ = Γ̂T̂ (2) =


10 10 10 10 5 5 5 −6 −6 −9
10 10 10 10 −15 −15 −15 6 6 −1
0 0 0 0 5 5 5 −8 −8 3
2 2 2 2 −1 −1 −1 −2 −2 1

 (2.15)






B, respectively. The rank of this matrix
is only 3. By examining ker(νT ), we can see that c2 + 2c3 − 5c3 is a gauge freedom, and can
take any value without changing any observable. This necessarily cannot include c1, which,
being associated with the φA1 strain mode, is the elastic modulus of the crystal; this can be
directly measured.
This was using the slave-mode gauge; now we turn to a spring gauge. Figure 2.1 shows
the four springs of our cluster, which we can express as ~c′ = (k1 k2 k3 k4)
T . Now we apply
10






1 9 6 0
2 8 −8 50
8 2 8 50






0 1 1 0 0 −2 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 −2 0 −2 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 −2 −2 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 −2

 (2.17)
In this basis, the gauge freedom (ker(ν ′T )) is 2k1− k2, which can take any value. Physically,
this means that because each nearest-neighbor spring appears once as k1 and twice as k2,
when summed over the entire lattice, any effect of 2k1 − k2 will be zero. We can choose to
set k1 = k2 due to translational symmetry, but any observable (i.e. after summation over
the entire lattice) will be correct even without that choice.
Two-Dimensional Hexagon















































































































1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0




















as shown in Figure 2.2. Once more, we can remove the last two modes as pure translation
modes. We are thus left with ten slave modes. The Clebsch-Gordon coefficients ensure that
the force constants associated with the two rows of a given E representation are the same;
therefore, there are only eight second-order force constants in the cluster. We can bring
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this to seven by setting cA2 = 0 due to homogeneity of free space with respect to rotation.



















































Figure 2.2: Symmetrized modes of the two-dimensional hexagon. The first superscript
numbers the instance of the given irreducible representation; the second numbers the row of
the mode within that irreducible representation. The pure-translation modes are removed
thanks to homogeneity of free space with respect to uniform translation.
Chapter 4.1 details the methodology of taking the derivatives of slave-modes with respect
to strain. Here we detail the corresponding calculations for the two-dimensional hexagon.
In the point group C6v, the two-dimensional strain decomposes as A1 + E2, with A1 being
biaxial strain and E2 being asymmetric and shear strains; see Chapter 3.5 for further details
and conventions. We will apply this to the strain derivatives of Equation (4.1) to calculate
Θ, which are the transformations of the symmetrized modes by strains:
12
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2 0 0 0 0√
2 0 0 −1 0 1 0 0 0 0
0
√
2 −1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0√
2 0 0 1 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0
√
2 1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −2
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0




The first, ΘA1 ∝ 1, indicates that biaxial strain will multiply each mode by a constant;
e.g. 1% biaxial strain will change a 1 Å distortion in B2 to a 1.01 Å distortion also in B2.
The others are less trivial, but still obey the multiplication table for C6v, most notably that
a non-shear E2 strain will transform an A1 distortion into the second row of an E2 distortion
and vice versa, and mutatis mutandis for the shear E2 strain and the first row. A general
formula for computing Θ appears in Chapter 3.5.
Rotation
To understand how rotation couples terms of different orders, consider the simple two-
dimensional dimer of diameter 1. As shown in Figure 2.3, this C2v cluster decomposes as
a stretch (σ) mode (A1), a shear (π) mode (A2), and translation (B1 + B2). We remove
the translation modes due to homogeneity of free space, leaving only A1 and A2. By group
theory, the only symmetry-independent terms in our Taylor expansion are Am1 A
n







Figure 2.3: Symmetrized modes of the two-dimensional dimer. The pure-translation modes
are removed thanks to homogeneity of free space with respect to uniform translation.
and n are nonnegative integers, and n is even.
A continuous rotation of angle θ corresponds to an amplitude of 1−cos θ on the A1 mode











cm,n(1− cos θ)m sinn θ (2.22)
By homogeneity of free space with respect to rotation, we know ∂pV/∂θp = 0 ∀p. This gives
us a set of constraining equations, one for each p. The first requires c0,2 = 0, but the others
all couple terms of different orders explicitly.
Applying this to the slave modes, the three-dimensional cube (point group Oh) is par-
ticularly illustrative. The Cartesian representation of the cube decomposes to tensile strain
(A1g + Eg), shear strain (T2g), rotation (T1g), translation (T1u), and six degrees of internal
motion (T2g + A2u + Eu + T2u).
If we blindly apply the formalism described earlier to impose translational symmetry at
second order, we create the ν̂ matrix at second order. Its null row space (ker(νT )) gives
three gauge freedoms; up to constant factors, they are:
1. cT 21u+cT (rot)2g ×T
(int)
2g
+cT 22u : Translation, internal degrees of freedom, and coupling between
internal degrees of freedom and rotation.
2. cA22u + cE2u + cT 21u + cT (rot)2g ×T
(int)
2g
+ cT 22u : Also translation, internal degrees of freedom,
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and coupling between internal degrees of freedom and rotation.
3. cA21g + cE2g + cT 21g + cT (rot)22g
: Tensile strain, shear strain, and rotation.
The last one is problematic, because all four constants are directly observable via lattice
distortions (whether experimental or computational). So how can their sum be a gauge
freedom that can take any value; it can’t possibly sum to zero over the whole cluster?! The
answer is that this is a fictitious gauge freedom, much like the rotation of the single hexagon
(and similar in the 2D square [29]), because rotation has not yet been applied. When we




Physically, by neglecting rotational invariance, we are breaking the crystal symmetry;
one cannot have point- and space-group symmetry, together with homogeneity of free space
with respect to arbitrary translation, without also having homogeneity of free space with
respect to arbitrary rotation.
Alternatively, instead of explicitly setting rotational invariance, we can use a Cartesian-
monomial basis. This eliminates the slave modes’ gauge freedom in the final fitting process,
removing the issue. A third option is to include strain derivatives in our dataset; this ensures
that our gauge freedom is set to the physically observable value. This is one strong motiva-




The Anharmonic Dynamical Tensor
After determining the form of our Hamiltonian, we must choose how to determine the phys-
ical parameters of the Hamiltonian. The simplest approach is the empirical potential, which
fits the parameters to mirror some observed value or effect. Many such potentials have
been fabricated, including some specifically for graphene and carbon-based materials [35–
46]. However, such models include only the effects they are designed to mimic, and their
predictive power for other situations is limited. We will show that the “phonon-optimized”
empirical potentials for graphene fail to capture the anharmonic behavior of the phonons.
We therefore focus on first-principles methods to compute interatomic interactions.
We will focus on density-functional theory in the local-density approximation, which is
well-established and generally captures the physics of graphene [47, 48]. For other materials,
in principle one can use beyond-DFT approaches, such as DFT+U, dynamical mean-field
theory (DMFT) [49], GW, or others, as long as the total energy can be computed. Further-
more, we will show that computing the forces significantly reduces the computational cost;
recent work has shown that forces can be computed via DMFT [50, 51] and GW [52].
The interatomic interactions in crystals are best described in reciprocal space (the irre-
ducible representations of the translation group), where the quanta of excitation are known
as phonons. The dynamical matrix contains the derivatives of the energy with respect to
phonons. At harmonic order, there are four main ways to calculate the phonon spectrum
via density-functional theory:
1. The frozen-phonon method displaces the atoms in a material according to a phonon u
~k,




j gives the dynamical matrix. This is the simplest method, and the one
we use here (with some subtleties). The cost of the calculation depends on the wavevector
~k, and specifically the size of a cell that contains ~k as one of its reciprocal lattice vectors. A
common notation for this condition is that ~k “fits within” the cell.
2. Density-functional perturbation theory (DFPT) [53–56] is an application of second-order
perturbation theory that takes derivatives of the wavefunctions (or Kohn-Sham orbitals) to
form the dynamical matrix. This allows independent calculations for each phonon wavevector
~k. A given calculation might be more expensive than frozen phonon (if ~k fits within a
relatively small cell) or not (if it does not).
3. The simple supercell method [48, 57, 58] computes the real-space force constants, which
can then be Fourier transformed to the dynamical matrix. A supercell is generated that is
large enough that real-space interactions decay between the center and the boundaries of the
supercell. Then an atom is perturbed by xi to create forces Fj on the other atoms; the force
constants are −∂Fj/∂xi. In addition to being expensive to create such a large supercell, this
method requires convergence with respect to supercell size, which is generally difficult.
4. The k+supercell method [59], implemented in the Phonopy code [60], performs the
same calculation as the simple supercell method, but is essentially a Fourier interpolation.
It ensures that any wavevector ~k that is a reciprocal lattice vector gets its dynamical matrix
from the calculated forces, which prevents any range issues from affecting it. However, due
to the nonlinear scaling of density-functional theory, this is significantly more expensive
than performing DFPT or frozen-phonon computations for each wavevector in the supercell
reciprocal lattice and performing a direct Fourier transform.
5. Molecular dynamics can be performed in an ab-initio calculation. Each point along the
trajectory contains a set of atomic positions and forces. These can be fit to real-space force
constants where Fi = −
∑
j Φijxj.
Extending this to the anharmonic interactions can be done in a few ways:
1. One can perform a small correction to the harmonic terms to account for anharmonic
17
perturbations. This method is popular for temperature-dependent effects, where the anhar-
monic contributions are assumed to be relatively small. A related approach is to expand the
Hamiltonian to second order around a point that is not the ground state, providing phonon-
like quasiparticles around that point. Examples, of various degrees of sophistication, include
the quasiharmonic approximation (QHA), self-consistent phonon theory (SCPH) [61, 62]
or self-consistent harmonic approximation (SCHA) [63, 64], and a temperature-dependent
effective potential (TDEP) [65–68]. However, when calculations are performed at a fixed
temperature, it is temptingly misleading to extend the results to an entirely different tem-
perature.
2. Alternatively, the harmonic methods described above can be extended to anharmonic
force constants, simply by changing the numerical order of the derivative. However, great
care must be taken to ensure numerical convergence with higher-order derivatives, which is
generally difficult. This is the approach we take.
Here we describe a rapid, efficient, and high-throughput approach to calculate the in-
teratomic interactions using a generalization of the frozen-phonon method. We calculate
the derivatives of energy in a strain+phonon basis, which we later use to determine the
coefficients for our polynomial expansion.
3.1 Derivation of the Anharmonic Dynamical Tensor
The formal treatment of interatomic interactions in a periodic crystal is to transform the force
constants to reciprocal space, which is equivalent to symmetrization in terms of irreducible
representations of the translation group. At harmonic order in real space, we consider the
interatomic force constants Φαβ~R , a matrix containing the force constants between each degree
of freedom (α) of the primitive cell at ~0 and a degree of freedom (β) of the primitive cell
at location ~R. A Fourier transform of Φ gives the dynamical matrix Dαβ~k , which describes
the forces that a phonon uα with periodicity ~k exerts on another phonon uβ with periodicity
−~k.
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This demonstrates two important features of the ADT: First, the ADT is the Fourier trans-
form of the anharmonic interatomic force constants. Second, by the parentheses in Equation
(3.4), phonons couple to each other if and only if they sum to a reciprocal lattice vector.
This is also known as conservation of crystal momentum, and is equivalent to ensuring the




~kl is a reciprocal lattice vector). If they sum to a reciprocal lattice vector other than Γ,
the process is known as umklapp scattering, which is the main mechanism of the atomic con-
tribution to thermal transport. (At second order, only −~k couples to ~k, which is equivalent
to u~k coupling to u
∗
~k
, which retrieves the usual U = 〈u~k|D~k|u~k〉.)
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3.2 Incorporating Strain
The Fourier transform works well for an infinite crystal, using e.g. Born-von Karman bound-
ary conditions. However, we can gather high-precision force constants using a mixed strain-
phonon basis. This is possible because it is simple and inexpensive to compute strain via
first-principles calculations, as it amounts to merely adjusting the lattice parameters. Al-
though it is physically impossible to distort a nonrelativistic infinite crystal, we can describe
the effect of strain on a bulk material by computing the properties of a distortion of space
on an infinite crystal. We will return to the application to slave modes in Chapter 4.1.
3.3 Computation of the Anharmonic Dynamical
Tensor
As described above, multiple methods can be used to compute the anharmonic dynamical
tensor. In principle DFPT can be used, but it is difficult to converge higher-order derivatives
of the electronic orbitals, and has not yet been demonstrated even at fourth order. We
elect to use the method of frozen phonons, where we impose a phonon on a cell via direct
perturbation of atoms, and directly calculate the energy and forces. The computational
expense depends on the phonon wavelength, and specifically the size of cell necessary for the
wavevector to be a reciprocal lattice vector.
We add to this the method of finite differences and quadratic error tails described in
Chapter 3.4, combined with high-throughput high-precision DFT calculations, to converge
the ADT entries. Unlike a polynomial fit, a finite-difference approach will ensure there is
no sloshing between orders, and give us ADT entries that are converged term-by-term and
order-by-order. We also get one derivative from Hellman-Feynman forces, so a fifth-order
contribution requires only a fourth-order stencil; details are presented in Chapter 3.5.
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3.4 Finite Differences of Arbitrary Order and
Dimension
The method of finite differences is well-known, but much of the treatment emphasizes one-
variable functions. The work on multivariable functions rarely exceeds quadratic order. For
background and introductory references, see Refs. 69–71. Here we present derivation for a
uniform grid to find a derivative of arbitrary order and arbitrary number of variables. We
can thus use the quadratic error tail to ensure a converged result.
The key to numerical differentiation is the stencil. Here we restrict ourselves to a
uniformly-meshed symmetric (central) stencil of spacing δ that provides a well-defined error
tail. Suppose we want to find the derivative of a multivariable function f(x1, x2, . . .) by
taking measurements of f along a stencil of spacing δ. We can take linear combinations of









where m indexes points on our stencil. We measure these values within δmin ≤ δ ≤ δmax,
where δmin is the computational boundary where small denominators create numerical error,
and δmax is the function-dependent boundary where contributions of O(δ4) become signifi-
cant. Thus we can fit our finite-difference data to a quadratic curve, q(δ) = q(0)+αδ2+O(δ4),
and compute the converged derivative ∂
~kf = q(0).
The derivation of the one-dimensional symmetric stencil is well-known; we will shortly
generalize to multiple dimensions. For one dimension, we expand our function as a Taylor
series:






We take a linear combination of Equation (3.6), multiplying each measurement fm by a value
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We wish to solve this where bn is zero for as many terms as possible, thus isolating f
(k) as










1 n = k
0 n 6= k & 1 ≤ n ≤ nmax
(3.9)
It can be shown that nmax = 2M . We thus have 2M linear equations where bn = δnk and
wish to solve for am; this amounts to solving a matrix whose entries are m
n/n!. We can
thus account for all terms up to O(δnmax−k). Our error tail is O(δp), where if k is odd (so
am = −a−m) then p = 1 + 2M − k, and if k is even (so am = a−m) then p = 2 + 2M − k.
Choosing the appropriate value of M will ensure the quadratic error tail (p = 2).
Now we extend this to a function of L variables. The Taylor expansion of f is:









where the values of our derivatives (~n) are restricted to the first quadrant, octant, etc. (i.e.
all nl are nonnegative) and |k|1 is the one-norm defined as
∑L
l=1 |kl|. A linear combination
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where ~m iterates over all points in our stencil, with entry l of the vector iterating from −Ml













1 ~n = ~k
0 ~n 6= ~k & 1 ≤ |n|1 ≤ nmax
(3.12)







. The error tail is O(δ|p|1),
where if kl is even then pl = 1 + 2Ml− k and if kl is odd then pl = 2 + 2Ml− k. This can be
shown by noting that if b~k = 1, all values of b~n are zero unless, for all l, nl and kl are either
both even or both odd.1
It is notable that even with δ being constant for all values of l (a stencil size that is
constant across all variables), the error tail due to the finite-difference method can still
be chosen to be O(δ2). However, we still must ensure that the sampled range is within
δmin ≤ δ ≤ δmax defined earlier, which is not guaranteed to be the same for all variables.
3.5 Hellman-Feynman Derivatives
Once density-functional theory computes the Kohn-Sham orbitals, we can find the forces
via Hellman-Feynman forces, giving us one derivative without any extra computational cost.
Although the VASP code gives real-space forces on each atom, a Fourier transform gives us
the forces in k-space, i.e. the force on a particular phonon ∂E/∂u~k, and we can similarly
calculate the stress to find the derivative in strain. This reduces the order of the finite-
1Equivalently, let Ŝl be an operator that flips the sign on the l-th element of a vector; then if kl is even
then a~m = aŜl ~m, and if kl is odd then a~m = −aŜl ~m.
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difference calculation, and thus in general the size of the stencil required to compute as well.
However, there are a number of subtleties to this approach, for which care must be taken.
We detail some of these subtleties here.
Real Displacements
Unfortunately, the universe is not designed to allow atomic displacements of an imaginary
distance. Therefore, we cannot compute a phonon u~k =
∑
~k e
i~k~rx~r directly. Instead, we
impose a cosine or sine displacement v±~k = (u~k ± u−~k)/
√
2 (using the fact that uk = u
∗
−k).










while those that are computed via Hellman-Feynman forces will compute ∂E/∂u~k.
Example: At second order, the real (imaginary) part of the dynamical matrix can be con-
sidered the coupling between a cosine wave of a particular wavevector with the cosine (sine)
wave of the same wavevector. Using only cosine displacements will not allow computation
of the imaginary part of the dynamical matrix from energy derivatives. However, when we
use Hellman-Feynman forces, we can measure directly when a cosine displacement causes a
cosine (sine) force, which yields the real (imaginary) part of the dynamical matrix.
A finite-difference stencil is much more efficient if we can reduce the number of axes
required. Therefore we use only cosine displacements, and retrieve Hellman-Feynman forces
that include all sinusoidal couplings.
Strain Conventions







1 + εxx εxy/2















In the C6v point group, εbiax transforms as A1,while εasym and εxy transform as the two rows
of E2.































and we can decompose the strains into:
ε+ =










When we calculate stresses from first principles, we must take care with respect to true and
engineering stress. The stress computed from Hellman-Feynman forces is the true stress,
whereas the strain derivatives we will compute (using Θ of Equation 4.1) use engineering
strains. In the following derivations, Greek letters (σ, ε) refer to engineering stresses and
strains, while Latin letters (S, e) refer to true stresses and strains.
By definition, engineering strain is taken relative to the initial length, while true strain









= ln(1 + ε) (3.18)
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= σ(1 + ε) (3.19)
This works for tensile strain. However, once we add shear strain, the calculations are non-
trivial to solve; now the integral exx =
∫
dx/x turns into an integral in both dx and dy.
The simplest solution is to rotate the system to its principal axes, where there is no shear
strain, to decouple the axial strains, from which the usual formulae apply.
Example: 2D Suppose ε and e are the engineering and true strain in the Cartesian basis,
and η and h are the engineering and true strains in the diagonalized (principal) basis. The
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H−1 ≡ eigvec(ε̂)T (3.21)
























When we perform a DFT calculation, we want to measure the energy, stress, and forces at a
given point on the stencil, using the smallest possible cell. We must therefore normalize our
phonons such that energy, stress, and forces can be normalized per-atom, to allow comparison
between different cells with a quadratic error tail.
Example: Suppose we want to compute ΓMM scattering. This requires a two-axis
stencil, one for Γ and one for M . This generally requires a 2-cell supercell, but those points
of the stencil that are on the Γ axis (so M = 0) require only one unit cell. Therefore we
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need to compare the energies and forces of one unit cell with those of two unit cells.
We seek to fix our independent variables, ε (strain) and δ~ku~k (phonon amplitude) to be
intensive properties, while E (energy) S = ∂E/∂ε (stress), and f~k = ∂E/∂u~k (phonon force)
are extensive properties that scale with cell size; then we can divide those by cell size to
retrieve per-cell quantities.
It is almost never worth it to use an unnormalized basis. The phonon is normalized when
summed over each ~t of our N unit cells in the supercell:
N∑
~t




We impose a distortion on atom j of cell ~t that does not depend upon N :
|d~t,j〉 = δ0 cos(~k~t)|x~t,j〉 (3.26)














D〈u~k|d〉2 ∝ N 〈u~k|F 〉 = −D〈u~k|d〉 ∝
√
N (3.28)
The energy is extensive already. The force must first be multiplied by
√
N to get an extensive




Stress also requires normalization, for a different reason. As discussed in Chapter 3.4,
although we are assured of a quadratic error tail from the finite differences, we are not
assured that the limit of numerical accuracy (δmin) or quartic contributions (δmax) are the
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same for each axis of our stencil. We therefore need to scale our strain to some length scale
for accurate comparison with phonons.
Under strain tensor ε̂, a lattice vector ~V is adjusted by length |(ε̂− 1)~V |; this quantity,
averaged over all vectors, should be equal to the scaling δ of the phonons.
Orthogonalization
Orthogonalization of strain axes to each other, or phonon axes to each other, is simple.
However, orthogonalizing strains to phonons is not, because they are noncommutative op-
erations. To wit, straining a cell by ε̂ followed by a phonon δ~k differs from first creating the
phonon δ~k and then straining by ε̂, because the strain distorts the phonon. Equivalently, if
we impose the strain first, then constant values of δ~k have the same displacement in Carte-
sian coordinates. If we impose the phonon first, then constant values of δ~k have the same
displacement in lattice coordinates, but not in Cartesian coordinates.
The mathematics described in Chapter 3.2 and Chapter 4.1 use a strain-first approach,
so we use that convention. However, the partial derivatives from Hellman-Feynman forces
must be scaled appropriately.
Let δ refer to a distortion (phonon) of constant Cartesian amplitude, and λ refer to a
distortion of constant amplitude in lattice coordinates, where the lattice vectors are V . A
strain tensor ε̂ transforms our variables as follows:
V ′ = ε̂V λ′ = λ δ′ = ε̂δ = ε̂V λ (3.29)














The force F is a Fourier transform of the Hellman-Feynman atomic forces, with some normal-
ization. The stress is not as simple, however. The Hellman-Feynman forces at a particular
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We built the polynomial expansion as described in Chapter 2, and can calculate the ADT
in strain+phonon space as described in Chapter 3. Now we bring the two together, to
determine the independent coefficients in our polynomial expansion.
The polynomial expansion is in real space, while the ADT is provided in reciprocal space.
The simplest approach is a straightforward uniform Fourier transform, also known as Fourier
interpolation, to calculate the ADT at arbitrary wavevectors from a uniform mesh of mea-
surments in reciprocal space [13]. However, this approach has two major disdvantages. First,
it does not incorporate the information from strain derivatives, which is a relatively easy
calculation. Second, especially at anharmonic orders, it requires significantly more com-
putation than a nonuniform mesh. When calculating the coupling of phonons of different
wavevectors, one must use a cell where all such wavevectors fit within the cell (i.e. are recip-
rocal lattice vectors). Different wavevectors along a 3x3 mesh may take a 9-cell calculation,
whereas a nonuniform mesh can measure points along finer meshes (e.g. 4x4) that require
smaller computations (e.g. only a 4-cell calculation, depending on the wavevector).
We therefore sample a large number of ADT entries along a nonuniform mesh, taking
care to pick the points that are efficient to compute. Below we show the linear relationship
between the ADT entries and the sought polynomial-expansion coefficients, allowing us to
use standard statistical tools for this linear problem.
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4.1 Strain and Phonon Derivatives
We return to the symmetrized modes described earlier. The derivative of a mode φk with







where Θ is a symmetry-obedient linear transformation between modes. An example for
the hexagonal lattice appears in Chapter 2.3. Detailed symmetrized-strain conventions are
provided in Chapter 3.5.
When we apply this to our polynomial expansion of Equation (2.4), as an expansion



















(φk′′ − φ0k′′)pijk′′−δkk′′ (4.2)
Then we can transform ~φ to Cartesian coordinates via Equation (2.3), and then to k-
space phonons via Equation (3.3). This gives us an equation relating the k-space phonons
to the ~nth derivative of Γi with respect to strain:




, . . . ) (4.3)
Now we can compute the derivatives in k-space, obtaining M̂ , the linear relationship between
derivatives and symmetry-independent terms:
∂λU
∂εα0 , . . . ∂u
α1
~k1







One can apply a similar methodology to treat the Jahn-Teller effect, emphasizing the
cooperative effects produced by strain+~k = 0 distortions [72].
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4.2 Fitting Procedure
We thus accumulate a set of calculated ADT parameters, the left-hand side of Equation
(4.4), and their linear relationships to the sought coefficients ci, given by the matrix M on
the right-hand side of Equation (4.4). Furthermore, terms of different orders do not couple;
to wit, the M matrix links ADT entries and polynomial terms of strictly the same order. We
can therefore compute the terms order-by-order without any sloshing between orders. This
is notably different from the popular polynomial fit, which fits all orders simultaneously,
allowing the possibilities of sloshing between orders.
We perform a least-squares fitting technique to eliminate noise from our data. This
noise can emerge from a few different sources. First, our quadratic error tails may not
be perfectly converged when we extrapolate from finite-difference stencil-spacing δ to zero.
The Taylor expansion assumes well-defined derivatives; a phase transition in a material may
break that assumption. Finally, the range of the interactions may not be fully captured by
the polynomial expansion. This could be fixed by increasing the range, or it could be a
nonanalytic effect that cannot be captured by any finite set of real-space interactions (such
as polarization [22, 55] or a Kohn anomaly [73]).
Our algorithm is described in Chapter 4.3; we use a weighted least-squares fit with
leave-one-out cross-validation [18] to increase predictive power. Previous researchers have
calculated interatomic force constants with various machine-learning techniques, such as
neural networks [74–76], Bayesian optimization [77], compressive sensing [78–80], and the
least-absolute-shrinkage selection operator (LASSO) [61]. The last two are notable in their
assumptions; compressive sensing assumes a basis in which terms are sparse, while LASSO
assumes a basis in which terms have small magnitudes. In fact, we have shown that the
choice of basis and gauge has no small amount of freedom. Although a basis can be chosen
that has either sparse or small-magnitude terms, there is little reason to a priori assume
that a particular basis has one or the other [10, 20].
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4.3 Weighted Least-Squares Fitting with
Cross-Validation
We create, as described, a linear relationship between our symmetrized coefficients ~c and the
measured energy-derivatives (ADT entries) in strain+k-space ~Ω:
~Ω = M~c (4.5)
Because we have determined each value of ~Ω via a fitted extrapolation of a quadratic curve
to δ = 0, as described in Chapter 3.4, we can compute an estimated standard error ~σ for
each measured value of ~Ω as the standard error of the quadratic fit. To reduce error, we
oversample ~Ω and choose only those points with a converged quadratic fit |σ/Ω| < α. We
described some of the variety of machine-learning algorithms to solve this linear equation;
we use only weighted least-squares and iterative leave-one-out cross-validation.
Some of our measurements ~Ω have more error (~σ) than others. We consider this a
weighted least-squares problem, which can be formed into an ordinary least-squares problem
by the following renormalization: ~M ′ =
√
W ·M and ~Ω′ =
√
W · ~Ω, where W is a weighting
matrix consisting of 1/σ2 on its diagonals. This ensures that the measurements with smaller
uncertainties contribute more significantly to the fitting.
A least-squares fit is defined as the solution x to the equation b = Ax + r, for fixed
A and b, where 〈r|r〉 is minimized. The covariance matrix is S = (ATA)−1, and the so-
called hat matrix H = ASAT . The least-squares solution is x = SAT b, giving residuals of
(1−H)b. The standard variance of x is given by the diagonal entries of S multiplied by the
mean-squared error 〈r|r〉/M ; the standard error is merely the square root of the variance.
We measure the predictive power of the fit via the leave-one-out cross-validation score
(LOOCV), which can be found via the prediction residual error sum of squares (PRESS).
This provides the average error of each point if we leave that point as the test-set and all
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the remaining points as the training set. Averaging such a value over all datapoints yields




















The question, then, is which combination of symmetry-independent terms will minimize
the CV score. We implement the following algorithm: Looping through each Cartesian
monomial, we either set it to zero (labeling this monomial as part of the noise), or set it
to the least-squares nonzero value, whichever will lower the CV score. After a few loops
(usually no more than five), the algorithm converges to a fixed dataset where removing or
adding any single term will not enhance the predictive capability of the fit, as measured by
the CV score. Unlike compressive sensing [78–80], which assumes a sparse parameter space,
our procedure finds a parameter space of the appropriate sparseness to balance the noise




We now apply the above methodology to graphene. We focus on graphene due to the great
interest it has attracted, mostly due to its physical and electronic properties [81–83]. Of
particular interest is its strength and behavior under strain [84–87] and its negative thermal
expansion [88–91], both of which are properties of the anharmonic phonons and have need
of efficient computations with first-principles accuracy.
Graphene’s strength under biaxial strain remains anomalous, because density-functional
theory predicts a Kekule-like distortion that leads to mechanical failure, as is found in many
other two-dimensional materials, but experiment does not find such a failure at the predicted
strain [92–94]. Some suggestions have been proposed, including empirical simulations [95–
97], but further progress requires a highly-accurate first-principles potential.
The harmonic phonons, have been studied in graphene, both in experiment [98, 99] and
first principles calculations [48, 58]. Anharmonic phonon scattering and thermal properties
have also been studied [13–15, 90, 91, 100–103], but no first-principles parameters have been
published. Various empirical approaches have been implemented as well [42, 104, 105], as
well as continuum-elasticity models [4–7] and first-principles molecular dynamics simulations
[106–109]. Here we present first-principles computation of anharmonic parameters that can














Figure 5.1: Diagrams of the primitive real-space and reciprocal lattice in graphene. In the
reciprocal lattice, the irreducible Brillouin zone is shaded.
5.1 Methods and Conventions
For the group theory, we use the conventions of Ref. 110, Appendix C. We use graphene
primitive and reciprocal lattices shown in Figure 5.1, with the armchair direction in real
space along x. For empirical potentials, we use the Tersoff and Brenner potentials with the
parameters that have been optimized for phonon calculations [38].
For electronic-structure calculations, we use density functional theory as implemented in
the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) [111–114] using the local density approx-
imation (LDA) functional, and PAW- (projector augmented wave) based pseudopotentials
[115]. The convergence of quadratic error tails depends on high-precision calculations. Our
results converged with a plane-wave cutoff energy of 625 eV and electronic k-point meshes
of 40x40x1 in the primitive unit cell, with supercells’ meshes adjusted proportionally to
the reciprocal-lattice vectors’ length. The k-point integration is performed with a Gaussian
smearing of 0.2 eV. These provide the quadratic error tails found in Figure 5.2. This se-
lection of phonon-scattering error tails shows clear convergence with respect to stencil size
δ.
To build our dataset, we compute entries in the anharmonic dynamical tensor that can
be computed with 12 or fewer atoms. We select those derivatives (entries in the ADT)
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Figure 5.2: Selection of finite-difference plots for ADT entries. The solid line shows the
quadratic fit, while the dashed line shows the value of the least-squares fit.
whose convergence is the best, as defined by the errors in the quadratic fit. Figure 5.3
shows the quality of the least-squares fit, by comparing the DFT-calculated values with the
value consistent with the least-squares fit. The agreement is good, with minor noise that is
consistent with the sources described in Chapter 4.
We have listed the calculated parameters in Chapter 7; a plot of the Cartesian monomials
as a function of interaction range appears in Figure 5.4. As expected, the term magnitudes
generally decay with distance. The symmetrized-mode decompositions for the hexagon are
given in Chapter 2.3.
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Figure 5.3: Validation of least-squares fits by comparing the DFT-calculated values in the
ADT to those of the expansion (least-squares fit). Lines at 25% error show the quality of
the fit. See text regarding noisiness of the data.
5.2 Calculated quantities
To validate the quantitative effects of our coefficients, we compare the parameters with
DFT calculations in this section. However, it must be noted that there is some evidence
that the local-density approximation (LDA) does not capture all of the phonon qualities,
especially the electron-phonon coupling such as the Kohn anomaly at the Γ and K points
[21, 47, 48, 73, 116–118]. Further precision is possible, either by computing the anharmonic
dynamical tensor with more precise (and costly) methods, or by adding a nonanalytic term
similar to that done for polarization [22, 55].
The simplest computation is the second-order force constants in k-space, which are the
phonon spectra. Figure 5.5 shows the convergence with respect to interaction range. At
harmonic order, the short-ranged empirical potentials fail to capture the phonon spectrum,
and even the single hexagon does not capture the full spectrum. However, the double and
triple hexagon appear to adequately capture the interactions. It should be noted that the
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Figure 5.4: Force constants as a function of distance, with logarithmic scaling; data appears
in Chapter 7.























Figure 5.5: Phonon dispersions for different ranges of 2nd-order interactions.
double hexagon is greatly inferior to the triple hexagon if one does not implement cross-
validation.
We can also plot the phonon frequencies as a function of strain, as in Figure 5.6. We
choose to plot the frequency squared, to more clearly display the activation of each order as
the strain increases. The quadratic term is constant, cubic linear, etc.
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Figure 5.6: Phonon eigenvalues (frequency squared) as a function of biaxial strain.
In Figure 5.7, we plot the stress-strain curves as a function of biaxial, armchair, zigzag,
and shear strains. The primitive cells are fully relaxed, making this a validation of the A1
and E2 terms of our expansion. It is seen that the polynomial expansion agrees with the
frozen-phonon calculations for both compressive and expansive strain, up until the elastic
breaking, whereas the empirical potentials are not as reliable.
In Figure 5.8, we plot the atomic relaxation as a function of armchair, zigzag, and shear
strains. Biaxial strain causes no spontaneous symmetry breaking in the primitive cell, so
it is linear. The nearest-neighbor bond length, relative to the equilibrium bond length and
normalized to the cube root of the volume, is plotted. This presents another validation of the
A1 and E2 terms of our expansion, where the plotted data is only very distantly related to the
inputs of our parameter calculation. The polynomials follow the frozen-phonon calculations
up until the elastic breaking, whereas the empirical potentials are not as reliable.
Figure 5.9 shows the full phonon spectrum at 10% strain in different directions. These
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Figure 5.7: Stress-strain curves for biaxial, armchair, zigzag, and shear strains.
validate the terms that couple phonons to strain. At 10% strain, the fourth-order polyno-
mials successfully capture the physics. However, Figure 5.10 shows the phonons at 23.5%
biaxial strain. There we can see that the qualitative K-softening is correct, but quantitative
predictions do not match the DFT frozen-phonon calculations, including a spurious M-point
softening. This might be caused by long-range effects, problems in the fitting procedure, or
higher-order contributions. It would be surprising, however, if sixth-order contributions soft-
ened the phonons more, because usually odd-order contributions soften the phonons while
even-order contributions stabilize them.
Figure 5.11 shows the Gruneisen parameters across the phonon spectrum. They are
defined as the logarithmic derivative of the phonon frequencies with respect to change in
volume; for graphene, that is proportional to the logarithmic derivative with respect to
biaxial strain. These serve as validation of the third-order terms that include at least one A1
(strain) term. Although three branches agree well with DFT, the lower acoustical branch
does not. This indicates that our third-order terms are of insufficient range, despite using
the double hexagon.
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Figure 5.8: Atomic relaxation under biaxial, armchair, zigzag, and shear strains. Values
are normalized to nearest-neighbor length in equilibrium (l0) and the cube root of volume
expansion (V/V0).
















































































Figure 5.9: Phonon dispersion curves at 10% strain, for biaxial, armchair, zigzag, and shear
strains.
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Figure 5.10: Phonon dispersions under 23.5% biaxial strain. See text.













Figure 5.11: Gruneisen parameters, the logarithmic derivative of phonon frequencies with
respect to volume change, as a function of wavevector. Once more the empirical potentials




In this work, we have described and implemented a methodology to compute interatomic
interactions from first principles up to arbitrary order. We implement group theory to min-
imize the number of free coefficients allowed in our expansion. The anharmonic dynamical
tensor is sampled on a nonuniform grid up to arbitrary order using multidimensional finite
differences and high-throughput electronic-structure calculations. This gives us the polyno-
mial coefficients via a least-squares fitting procedure, which fits our data order-by-order.
Our application to graphene revealed that the interactions are long range even at third
order, as even the double hexagon does not capture the third-order Gruneisen parame-
ters properly. However, our fourth- and fifth-order terms appear correct, capturing the
stress-strain curves, phonon behavior under strain, and atomic relaxation under non-biaxial
(symmetry-breaking) strain.
Each part of our methodology has potential for future development. The potential can
be separated into a short-range and long-range component, of which the long-range compo-
nent might be treated in reciprocal space, while the short-range component is expected to
converge faster in real space. Similar “mixed-basis” methodologies have had success describ-
ing polarization [22, 55] and the cluster expansion [119, 120]. The anharmonic dynamical
tensor can be sampled on different uniform and nonuniform grids (to optimize the trade-off
between computation expense and dataset size) or with different electronic-structure meth-
ods beyond DFT-LDA. The transformation or fitting procedure can benefit from recently-
developed machine-learning methods to enhance the predictive power of the data. Finally,
the entire approach can be applied to new materials, both hypothetical and actual materials,
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Here we report the parameter values with standard errors.
We report the Cartesian force constants (monomial coefficients), which are given by an
irreducible set of Cartesian interactions. Each variable is given by its Cartesian direction (x
or y), atom of the primitive cell (0 or 1), and translation vector (tatb), as per the conventions
of Figure 5.1. Point- and space-group symmetry operations can be used to generate all
interactions in the cluster. Each interaction has a defined range between atoms, which are
reported scaled to the nearest-neighbor distance lnn. This data also appears in Figure 5.4.
We then report the force constants of the slave-mode notation, which are significantly
more concise and require no further symmetry operations to use.
Coord. Coord. Range/lnn Value (eV/Å
2)
x0(00) x1(10) 1 −14.7593± 0.0003









3 2.585 ± 0.0003
x0(00) x1(00) 2 0.8599± 0.0009










x0(00) x0(11) 3 −0.5164± 0.0006



















x0(00) x1(22) 4 0.0 ± 0.0
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Coord. Coord. Range/lnn Value (eV/Å
2)





















21 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x1(11) 5 0.1737± 0.0014
x0(00) x1(14) 5 0.0397± 0.0009
x0(00) x0(30)
√
27 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y0(30)
√
27 0.087 ± 0.0027
x0(00) x0(33)
√










Table 7.1: Second-order Cartesian coefficients for the
triple hexagon. All other interatomic force constants can
be derived from these by symmetry.
Coord. Coord. Coord. Range/lnn Value (eV/Å
3)
x0(00) x0(00) x1(01) 1 −6.3499± 0.0007
x0(00) x0(00) y1(01) 1 21.7708± 0.0005


















3 −2.226 ± 0.0009
x0(00) y0(11) y0(11)
√
















x0(00) x0(00) x1(00) 2 −0.222 ± 0.0008
x0(00) x0(10) y1(00) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y0(10) y1(00) 2 −0.3116± 0.001
x0(00) y0(10) x1(00) 2 1.064 ± 0.0007
x0(00) x0(10) x1(00) 2 −1.222 ± 0.0006
x0(00) x0(11) x1(02) 2 1.2643± 0.0006
x0(00) y0(11) x1(02) 2 −1.6025± 0.0009
x0(00) y0(11) y1(02) 2 −0.2261± 0.0006
x0(00) x0(11) y1(02) 2 1.0337± 0.0007
x0(00) x0(00) x1(02) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
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Coord. Coord. Coord. Range/lnn Value (eV/Å
3)
x0(00) x0(00) y1(02) 2 −1.406 ± 0.0005
x0(00) x0(10) y1(02)
√
7 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(10) x1(02)
√


















7 −0.686 ± 0.0008
x0(00) y1(11) y1(11)
√












7 −1.432 ± 0.0006
x0(00) y0(11) y1(12)
√




























x0(00) x0(11) x0(11) 3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(11) 3 1.0281± 0.0004
x0(00) x0(21) y0(10) 3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(21) x1(02) 3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(21) x1(01) 3 0.5185± 0.0005
x0(00) x0(21) x1(00) 3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(21) x1(12) 3 −0.3696± 0.0006
x0(00) x0(21) x1(11) 3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(21) y1(02) 3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(21) y1(01) 3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(21) y1(00) 3 0.1968± 0.0003
x0(00) x0(21) y1(12) 3 −0.6467± 0.0003
x0(00) x0(21) y1(11) 3 −0.6084± 0.0003
x0(00) y0(11) y0(21) 3 −0.3018± 0.0005
x0(00) y0(10) y0(21) 3 −0.5595± 0.0004
x0(00) y0(21) x1(02) 3 1.8658± 0.0006
x0(00) y0(21) x1(01) 3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y0(21) x1(00) 3 −0.1751± 0.0007
x0(00) y0(21) x1(12) 3 0.5473± 0.0006
x0(00) y0(21) x1(11) 3 0.7274± 0.0008
x0(00) x0(10) y0(21) 3 −0.5907± 0.0004
x0(00) x0(10) x0(21) 3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(21) y0(11) 3 0.0 ± 0.0
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Coord. Coord. Coord. Range/lnn Value (eV/Å
3)
x0(00) x0(11) x0(21) 3 −1.2587± 0.0004
x0(00) y0(21) y0(21) 3 −0.4278± 0.0004
x0(00) y0(21) y1(02) 3 −1.0136± 0.0009
x0(00) x0(21) x0(21) 3 −0.2762± 0.0004
x0(00) x0(00) x0(21) 3 0.3769± 0.0003
x0(00) x0(00) y0(21) 3 −0.7072± 0.0004















12 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(20) y1(00)
√
12 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(20) y1(12)
√















12 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(11) y0(20)
√






















































12 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(11) x0(22)
√






12 −0.675 ± 0.0007
x0(00) x0(20) y1(02) 4 −0.286 ± 0.0004
x0(00) x0(20) x1(02) 4 0.6842± 0.0004
x0(00) y1(22) y1(22) 4 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(11) x1(22) 4 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y0(22) y1(00) 4 −0.22 ± 0.0006
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Coord. Coord. Coord. Range/lnn Value (eV/Å
3)
x0(00) y0(22) x1(00) 4 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(10) x1(22) 4 0.3038± 0.0005
x0(00) y0(10) x1(22) 4 0.3412± 0.0005
x0(00) x0(00) y1(22) 4 0.1664± 0.0002
x0(00) y0(11) y1(22) 4 0.3005± 0.0007
x0(00) y0(11) x1(22) 4 −0.8422± 0.0005
x0(00) x0(00) x1(22) 4 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(10) y1(22) 4 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(22) x1(00) 4 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(22) y1(00) 4 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y0(10) y1(22) 4 −0.3997± 0.0007
x0(00) x0(11) y1(22) 4 −0.1889± 0.0004
Table 7.2: Third-order Cartesian coefficients for the dou-
ble hexagon. All other interatomic force constants can
be derived from these by symmetry.
Coord. Coord. Coord. Coord. Range/lnn Value (eV/Å
4)
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(11) 1 −174.427 ± 0.0018
x0(00) x0(00) x1(11) x1(11) 1 260.2172± 0.0036
x0(00) x0(00) y1(11) y1(11) 1 −45.8903± 0.0017
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(10) 1 26.3887± 0.0008
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y1(10) 1 −1.6949± 0.0012
x0(00) y1(10) y1(10) y1(10) 1 −78.4511± 0.0011
x0(00) x0(00) y1(10) y1(10) 1 51.4366± 0.0013
x0(00) x0(00) x1(10) x1(10) 1 −34.2011± 0.0014
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y0(01)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y0(01)
√
3 2.4472± 0.0018
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x1(10)
√
3 4.8069± 0.0012
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) x1(10)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x1(10)
√
3 7.9109± 0.0015
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) y1(10)
√
3 −2.8797± 0.0015
x0(00) x0(01) x1(10) x1(10)
√
3 −9.8798± 0.0015
x0(00) x0(01) y1(10) y1(10)
√
3 −1.1759± 0.0012
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) x1(10)
√
3 4.163 ± 0.0011
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y1(10)
√
3 1.6746± 0.001
x0(00) y0(01) x1(10) x1(10)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y1(10)
√
3 3.4853± 0.0014
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y0(01)
√
3 −1.0912± 0.001
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y1(10)
√
3 2.2908± 0.0014
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x0(01)
√
3 −2.7851± 0.0008
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(01)
√
3 −1.1367± 0.0006
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(01)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(01)
√
3 −0.7906± 0.0007
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y0(01)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0




Coord. Coord. Coord. Coord. Range/lnn Value (eV/Å
4)
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y0(01)
√
3 1.1575± 0.0007
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) y0(10)
√
3 0.9323± 0.0013
x0(00) x0(00) x1(10) y1(01)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x1(10) x1(01)
√
3 −7.2838± 0.0016
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(11)
√
3 1.2434± 0.0006
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(11)
√
3 −1.2778± 0.0005
x0(00) x0(01) y0(10) y0(10)
√
3 −0.3357± 0.001
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y0(10)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) y1(10) y1(01)
√
3 −1.8776± 0.0018
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y0(10)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x0(10)
√
3 0.7643± 0.0018
x0(00) x0(00) y0(11) y0(11)
√
3 −3.7986± 0.0008
x0(00) x1(10) y1(01) y1(01)
√
3 2.5023± 0.0013
x0(00) x0(00) x0(11) x0(11)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(11) y0(01)
√
3 0.7561± 0.0015
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x0(10)
√
3 −1.8463± 0.001
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(00) 2 −0.9353± 0.0009
x0(00) x0(01) y1(00) y1(00) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x1(00) x1(00) 2 3.8539± 0.0015
x0(00) x0(00) x1(10) y1(00) 2 −2.2231± 0.0016
x0(00) x0(00) y1(00) y1(00) 2 1.6998± 0.0011
x0(00) x0(00) x1(00) y1(10) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(11) y1(02) 2 −3.5343± 0.0015
x0(00) y1(02) y1(02) y1(02) 2 −0.377 ± 0.0006
x0(00) y0(01) y1(01) y1(01) 2 −0.8988± 0.0012
x0(00) y0(01) x1(01) x1(01) 2 −1.1121± 0.0014
x0(00) x0(00) x1(02) x1(02) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y1(01) 2 2.5709± 0.0016
x0(00) x0(00) y1(02) y1(02) 2 −1.4471± 0.0009
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) x1(01) 2 1.6992± 0.0012
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y1(02) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(01) y1(01) y1(01) 2 2.3996± 0.0013
x0(00) x0(01) y0(10) y1(10) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(01) x1(01) x1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y1(01) 2 1.5356± 0.0016
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(02) 2 −1.0793± 0.0006
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) y1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) x1(01) 2 −2.3843± 0.002
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x1(01) 2 2.4094± 0.001
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y1(01) 2 0.73 ± 0.0014
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y0(01) x1(10) y1(01) 2 −2.0848± 0.0023
Table 7.3: Fourth-order Cartesian coefficients for the sin-
gle hexagon. All other interatomic force constants can be
derived from these by symmetry.
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Coord. Coord. Coord. Coord. Coord. Range/lnn Value (eV/Å
5)
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y1(11) y1(11) 1 101.4484± 0.0045
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(11) x1(11) 1 −443.1788± 0.0116
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(11) 1 224.7275± 0.0057
x0(00) y1(11) y1(11) y1(11) y1(11) 1 −8.8954± 0.0033
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(10) 1 22.0258± 0.0026
x0(00) x0(00) y1(10) y1(10) y1(10) 1 −111.679 ± 0.0036
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(10) y1(10) 1 −112.1413± 0.0039
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(10) x1(10) 1 −34.6628± 0.0053
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y1(10) y1(10) 1 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y1(10) y1(10) y1(10) y1(10) 1 84.1294± 0.0025
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y1(10) 1 31.7124± 0.002
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) x1(10) x1(10)
√
3 0.6805± 0.0037
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x1(10)
√
3 5.5104± 0.0037
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y1(10)
√
3 2.0519± 0.0047
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x1(10) y1(10)
√
3 −4.7939± 0.0074
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) x1(10)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y1(10)
√
3 4.3303± 0.0034
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x0(01) y0(00)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x0(01) x1(10)
√
3 −4.8004± 0.0043
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x0(01) y1(10)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(01) x1(10) x1(10) x1(10)
√
3 6.1681± 0.0044
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y0(01) x1(10)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y0(01) x1(10)
√
3 −2.2221± 0.0035
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y0(01) y1(10)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y0(01) x1(10) x1(10) x1(10)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) x1(11) x1(11)
√
3 −14.7671± 0.0079
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y1(10) y1(10)
√
3 −2.7572± 0.0051
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) x1(10) x1(10)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) y1(10) y1(10)
√
3 −1.2981± 0.0046
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x1(10) x1(10)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) x1(11)
√
3 9.8799± 0.0053
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y1(11)
√
3 −7.276 ± 0.0043
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) x1(11)
√
3 −4.1245± 0.0049
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x1(10)
√
3 4.5149± 0.0045
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) y1(10)
√
3 2.0227± 0.005
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x1(10) x1(10)
√
3 −11.299 ± 0.0062
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y1(10) y1(10)
√
3 4.0809± 0.0047
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) x1(10)
√
3 −1.902 ± 0.004
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y1(10)
√
3 3.2294± 0.0057
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y1(11) y1(11)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y0(01)
√
3 2.4868± 0.0027
x0(00) x0(01) y1(10) y1(10) y1(10)
√
3 −5.2632± 0.0036
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y1(10) y1(10)
√
3 2.5579± 0.0045
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y0(01)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y0(01) y0(01)
√
3 −1.1552± 0.0014




Coord. Coord. Coord. Coord. Coord. Range/lnn Value (eV/Å
5)
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y0(01)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y0(01) y0(01)
√
3 0.7364± 0.0016
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y0(01)
√
3 2.5772± 0.0025
y0(00) y0(00) y0(00) y0(00) y0(01)
√
3 −3.6187± 0.0016
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x0(01)
√
3 2.1507± 0.0017
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y0(01)
√
3 −3.834 ± 0.0026
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(01)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x0(01)
√
3 −3.8073± 0.0018
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(01)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
y0(00) y0(00) y0(00) y0(01) y0(01)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(01)
√
3 −2.4361± 0.0018
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x0(10)
√
3 −0.9801± 0.0036
x0(00) x0(00) x0(11) y1(01) y1(01)
√
3 −0.4809± 0.0035
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(11) y0(01)
√
3 −1.8336± 0.0053
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x0(10)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) y0(10)
√
3 −1.327 ± 0.0054
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y0(10) y0(10)
√
3 5.0911± 0.0059
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y0(11)
√
3 3.6272± 0.0035
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y0(10)
√
3 −5.1105± 0.0072
x0(00) x0(00) x0(11) y0(01) y0(01)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(11)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y1(10) y1(10) y1(01) y1(01)
√
3 3.1348± 0.0054
x0(00) x0(00) x1(10) x1(10) x1(01)
√
3 9.1764± 0.0057
x0(00) x0(00) x1(10) x1(10) y1(01)
√
3 −6.3802± 0.0046
x0(00) x0(00) x1(10) y1(01) y1(01)
√
3 5.0274± 0.0049
x0(00) x0(00) y1(10) y1(10) y1(01)
√
3 −3.1627± 0.0051
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x0(10) x0(10)
√
3 2.8597± 0.005
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) y0(10) y0(10)
√
3 −3.6722± 0.0059
x0(00) x1(10) x1(10) y1(01) y1(01)
√
3 −5.2555± 0.0059
x0(00) x1(10) x1(10) x1(01) x1(01)
√
3 −7.0086± 0.007
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y0(10) y0(10)
√
3 −1.7926± 0.006
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(11)
√
3 2.9651± 0.0019
x0(00) x1(10) y1(01) y1(01) y1(01)
√
3 7.2641± 0.004
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y0(10)
√
3 3.2824± 0.0035
x0(00) y0(11) y0(11) y0(11) y0(11)
√
3 −0.9932± 0.0017
x0(00) x1(10) x1(10) x1(10) y1(01)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x0(01) x0(10)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(01) y0(10) y0(10) y0(10)
√
3 −1.9394± 0.0035
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(11) x0(11)
√
3 0.4791± 0.0014
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y1(10) y1(01)
√
3 5.4058± 0.0045
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x0(01) y0(10)
√
3 −3.7078± 0.0045
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(10) y1(01)
√
3 3.9271± 0.0041
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(11) y0(11)
√
3 −1.63 ± 0.0023
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(10) x1(01)
√
3 −13.8761± 0.007
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x0(10) y0(01)
√
3 0.0 ± 0.0




Coord. Coord. Coord. Coord. Coord. Range/lnn Value (eV/Å
5)
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y0(10)
√
3 2.6569± 0.0045
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) y1(00) y1(00) 2 −3.6919± 0.0043
x0(00) y1(00) y1(00) y1(00) y1(00) 2 1.0632± 0.002
x0(00) y1(10) y1(10) y1(00) y1(00) 2 −4.0304± 0.0049
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(00) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) x1(00) x1(00) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) y1(10) y1(00) y1(00) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x1(10) x1(10) y1(00) y1(00) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y1(00) y1(00) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(00) y1(10) 2 1.6963± 0.0038
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(10) y1(00) 2 2.839 ± 0.0037
x0(00) x0(00) x1(10) x1(10) y1(00) 2 −7.4933± 0.0059
x0(00) x0(00) x1(00) y1(10) y1(10) 2 2.0796± 0.0049
x0(00) x0(00) x1(10) x1(10) x1(00) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y0(01) y1(00) y1(00) y1(00) 2 −3.0586± 0.004
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(00) x1(00) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x1(00) x1(00) 2 −3.5919± 0.0048
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y1(00) y1(00) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x1(10) y1(00) y1(00) y1(00) 2 −0.7717± 0.0055
x0(00) y1(10) y1(10) y1(10) y1(00) 2 −2.0895± 0.0038
x0(00) y0(00) y1(00) y1(00) y1(00) 2 −5.5951± 0.0045
x0(00) x0(01) y1(00) y1(00) y1(00) 2 −1.5006± 0.0047
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y1(00) y1(00) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y1(00) y1(00) 2 1.6005± 0.005
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y0(10) y1(10) 2 −4.3352± 0.0053
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y0(10) x1(01) 2 −3.5397± 0.0072
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y0(10) y1(01) 2 −7.2776± 0.0072
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y1(02) y1(02) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x1(01) y1(01) 2 7.0392± 0.0073
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x1(01) y1(10) 2 −5.614 ± 0.0067
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) x1(10) y1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) x1(02) x1(02) 2 2.1031± 0.0051
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y1(02) 2 2.5459± 0.0046
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y0(01) x1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) y0(10) y1(10) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(11) y1(02) y1(02) 2 −2.0139± 0.0033
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) y0(10) y1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(11) y1(11) y1(11) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(11) x1(11) x1(11) 2 5.1321± 0.0065
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x0(10) y1(10) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y0(10) x1(10) 2 −3.0684± 0.0073
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x0(10) y1(10) 2 −2.4177± 0.0064
x0(00) x0(00) x0(11) x0(11) y1(11) 2 −2.0351± 0.0059
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(11) y1(02) 2 −1.3304± 0.0045
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) x1(01) x1(01) 2 4.1129± 0.0033
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y0(01) x1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(01) y1(01) y1(01) y1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(01) x1(01) x1(01) x1(01) 2 2.5125± 0.004
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x0(01) y1(01) 2 5.7159± 0.0044
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Coord. Coord. Coord. Coord. Coord. Range/lnn Value (eV/Å
5)
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x0(01) x1(01) 2 −1.6531± 0.004
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y0(01) y1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) x1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x1(01) 2 0.5746± 0.0036
x0(00) x0(00) y1(02) y1(02) y1(02) 2 −0.9293± 0.0018
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y1(02) y1(02) 2 1.3996± 0.0017
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(02) x1(02) 2 −0.5067± 0.0028
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y1(02) 2 0.2407± 0.0017
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x1(02) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y1(01) 2 −3.2879± 0.0048
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y1(01) y1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) y0(01) x1(01) x1(01) x1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) x0(11) y1(11) 2 −4.218 ± 0.0052
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) y1(01) y1(01) 2 −1.5734± 0.003
x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x1(01) x1(01) 2 −0.4684± 0.0047
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y1(01) y1(01) 2 3.2361± 0.0049
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) x1(01) x1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) y1(01) 2 1.4582± 0.0047
x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) x1(01) 2 −5.278 ± 0.005
x0(00) y0(01) y1(01) y1(01) y1(01) 2 0.3517± 0.0034
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) y1(01) y1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) y1(01) 2 −4.3279± 0.006
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x0(01) x1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(11) y1(11) 2 1.553 ± 0.0035
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(11) x1(11) 2 −6.6061± 0.0059
x0(00) x0(00) x0(00) y0(01) y1(02) 2 −2.1484± 0.0041
x0(00) x0(01) y0(10) y0(10) y1(10) 2 −3.8695± 0.0084
x0(00) x0(00) x0(01) x1(01) x1(01) 2 −0.6716± 0.006
x0(00) y0(01) y0(01) x1(10) y1(01) 2 0.0 ± 0.0
Table 7.4: Fifth-order Cartesian coefficients for the single
hexagon. All other interatomic force constants can be
derived from these by symmetry.
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Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å2)
JA10 ⊗A10K A210 3.1515± 0.0018
JA10 ⊗A11K A10A11 −2.1116± 0.0011
JA10 ⊗A12K A10A12 −1.1716± 0.0002
JA10 ⊗A13K A10A13 −0.2067± 0.0004
JA11 ⊗A11K A211 2.2266± 0.0007
JA11 ⊗A12K A11A12 −1.5445± 0.004
JA11 ⊗A13K A11A13 −1.7003± 0.0007
JA12 ⊗A12K A212 2.3034± 0.0023
JA12 ⊗A13K A12A13 −2.315 ± 0.0018
JA13 ⊗A13K A213 3.7164± 0.0021
JA20 ⊗A21K 1.00A220 − 0.01A20A21 + 0.01A20A22 − 0.01A20A23 − 0.02A221 +
0.02A21A22 − 0.02A21A23 − 0.03A222 + 0.03A22A23 − 0.03A223
−0.9595± 0.0017
JA20 ⊗A21K −0.99A20A21 − 0.02A20A22 + 0.02A20A23 + 0.03A221 − 0.04A21A22 +
0.05A21A23 + 0.05A
2
22 − 0.06A22A23 + 0.07A223
1.5415± 0.0012
JA20 ⊗A23K −0.99A20A22 − 0.03A20A23 − 0.04A221 + 0.05A21A22 − 0.06A21A23 −
0.06A222 + 0.07A22A23 − 0.08A223
−0.2036± 0.0001
JA20 ⊗A23K 0.98A20A23 − 0.05A221 + 0.06A21A22 − 0.07A21A23 − 0.08A222 +
0.09A22A23 − 0.10A223
0.3896± 0.0002
JA22 ⊗A22K −0.96A221−0.09A21A22+0.11A21A23+0.11A222−0.13A22A23+0.15A223 −3.0391± 0.0005
JA21 ⊗A22K −0.94A21A22 − 0.14A21A23 − 0.15A222 + 0.18A22A23 − 0.20A223 −3.1168± 0.0001
JA22 ⊗A23K 0.91A21A23 − 0.21A222 + 0.24A22A23 − 0.28A223 −2.0897± 0.0035
JA22 ⊗A23K −0.87A222 − 0.32A22A23 + 0.37A223 −2.5082± 0.0008





JB10 ⊗B10K B210 4.8541± 0.0021
JB10 ⊗B11K B10B11 −0.6234± 0.0007
JB10 ⊗B12K B10B12 −0.1137± 0.0001
JB10 ⊗B13K B10B13 −0.3422± 0.0006
JB11 ⊗B11K B211 2.518 ± 0.0006
JB11 ⊗B12K B11B12 −2.6834± 0.0017
JB11 ⊗B13K B11B13 0.1456± 0.0026
JB12 ⊗B12K B212 1.8193± 0.0029
JB12 ⊗B13K B12B13 −1.2742± 0.001
JB13 ⊗B13K B213 3.323 ± 0.0054
JB20 ⊗B20K B220 3.884 ± 0.002
JB20 ⊗B21K B20B21 −2.8564± 0.0008
JB20 ⊗B22K B20B22 0.1906± 0.0003
JB20 ⊗B23K B20B23 0.108 ± 0.0006
JB21 ⊗B21K B221 3.2068± 0.0008
JB21 ⊗B22K B21B22 2.3124± 0.0014
JB21 ⊗B23K B21B23 1.332 ± 0.0011
JB22 ⊗B22K B222 3.178 ± 0.0054
JB22 ⊗B23K B22B23 1.8839± 0.0012
JB23 ⊗B23K B223 1.7492± 0.0018
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Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å2)










JE10 ⊗ E12K 1√2E100E120 +
1√
2
E101E121 −2.811 ± 0.0008




















































JE12 ⊗ E14K 1√2E120E140 +
1√
2
E121E141 0.595 ± 0.0021


















JE13 ⊗ E15K 1√2E130E150 +
1√
2
E131E151 0.311 ± 0.0034

























































Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å2)




























































JE22 ⊗ E26K 1√2E220E260 +
1√
2
E221E261 −2.918 ± 0.0001































E2241 3.804 ± 0.0024











































Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å2)
Table 7.5: Second-order mode coefficients for the triple hexagon.
When expanded in the provided basis, it constitutes a full Taylor
expansion.
Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å3)
JA10 ⊗A10 ⊗A10K A310 −3.4243± 0.0044
JA10 ⊗A10 ⊗A11K A210A11 −11.6475± 0.0172
JA10 ⊗A11 ⊗A11K A10A211 9.7123± 0.0205
JA10 ⊗A20 ⊗A20K A10A220 5.8738± 0.0061
JA10 ⊗A20 ⊗A21K A10A20A21 −0.3228± 0.0113
JA10 ⊗A21 ⊗A21K A10A221 −1.0087± 0.0058
JA10 ⊗B10 ⊗B10K A10B210 −31.8937± 0.001
JA10 ⊗B10 ⊗B11K A10B10B11 7.6109± 0.006
JA10 ⊗B11 ⊗B11K A10B211 1.4776± 0.001
JA10 ⊗B20 ⊗B20K A10B220 7.9886± 0.0005
JA10 ⊗B20 ⊗B21K A10B20B21 −20.0392± 0.0193
JA10 ⊗B21 ⊗B21K A10B221 11.5841± 0.0072












































JA10 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E21K 1√2A10E200E210 +
1√
2
A10E201E211 18.766 ± 0.0042












































JA11 ⊗A11 ⊗A11K A311 −2.6852± 0.0004
JA11 ⊗A20 ⊗A20K A11A220 −3.9409± 0.0293
JA11 ⊗A20 ⊗A21K A11A20A21 −1.2251± 0.0078
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Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å3)
JA11 ⊗A21 ⊗A21K A11A221 2.0962± 0.0076
JA11 ⊗B10 ⊗B10K A11B210 −3.9989± 0.0078
JA11 ⊗B10 ⊗B11K A11B10B11 −3.6388± 0.0009
JA11 ⊗B11 ⊗B11K A11B211 1.5325± 0.0036
JA11 ⊗B20 ⊗B20K A11B220 −14.9985± 0.0055
JA11 ⊗B20 ⊗B21K A11B20B21 15.9322± 0.0166
JA11 ⊗B21 ⊗B21K A11B221 −12.1274± 0.0009












JA11 ⊗ E10 ⊗ E12K 1√2A11E100E120 +
1√
2
A11E101E121 −17.825 ± 0.0004







111 −2.247 ± 0.0043



















201 0.439 ± 0.0138
















































JA20 ⊗B10 ⊗B20K A20B10B20 5.4224± 0.0061
JA20 ⊗B10 ⊗B21K A20B10B21 1.0255± 0.0162
JA20 ⊗B11 ⊗B20K A20B11B20 1.9866± 0.0055
JA20 ⊗B11 ⊗B21K A20B11B21 −1.9135± 0.0083








JA20 ⊗ E11 ⊗ E12K 1√2A20E110E121 −
1√
2
A20E111E120 1.563 ± 0.0105

























Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å3)
JA21 ⊗B10 ⊗B20K A21B10B20 0.3377± 0.0128
JA21 ⊗B10 ⊗B21K A21B10B21 −0.5143± 0.0054
JA21 ⊗B11 ⊗B20K A21B11B20 −0.4921± 0.0032
JA21 ⊗B11 ⊗B21K A21B11B21 8.4854± 0.0036




















JA21 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E23K 1√2A21E200E231 −
1√
2
A21E201E230 −3.551 ± 0.0135

































































































Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å3)
JB11 ⊗ E12 ⊗ E21K 1√2E210B11E120 +
1√
2
E211B11E121 2.85 ± 0.0107




JB11 ⊗ E12 ⊗ E23K 1√2E230B11E120 +
1√
2
E231B11E121 −6.538 ± 0.007












































































JB21 ⊗ E11 ⊗ E23K 1√2E231B21E110 −
1√
2
E230B21E111 −13.271 ± 0.0007
JB21 ⊗ E12 ⊗ E20K 1√2E201B21E120 −
1√
2
E200B21E121 −4.442 ± 0.0078




JB21 ⊗ E12 ⊗ E22K 1√2E221B21E120 −
1√
2
E220B21E121 15.419 ± 0.0064








































JE10 ⊗ E11 ⊗ E20K 12E201E100E110 + 12E200E100E111 + 12E200E101E110 − 12E201E101E111 −0.8568± 0.0058
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Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å3)
JE10 ⊗ E11 ⊗ E21K 12E211E100E110 + 12E210E100E111 + 12E210E101E110 − 12E211E101E111 −16.2574± 0.0087
JE10 ⊗ E11 ⊗ E22K 12E221E100E110 + 12E220E100E111 + 12E220E101E110 − 12E221E101E111 1.6996± 0.0003
JE10 ⊗ E11 ⊗ E23K 12E231E100E110 + 12E230E100E111 + 12E230E101E110 − 12E231E101E111 9.0296± 0.0129
JE10 ⊗ E12 ⊗ E20K 12E201E100E120 + 12E200E100E121 + 12E200E101E120 − 12E201E101E121 3.9247± 0.0104
JE10 ⊗ E12 ⊗ E21K 12E211E100E120 + 12E210E100E121 + 12E210E101E120 − 12E211E101E121 21.8705± 0.0108
JE10 ⊗ E12 ⊗ E22K 12E221E100E120 + 12E220E100E121 + 12E220E101E120 − 12E221E101E121 −3.4913± 0.0035
JE10 ⊗ E12 ⊗ E23K 12E231E100E120 + 12E230E100E121 + 12E230E101E120 − 12E231E101E121 −20.9385± 0.0066

















111 10.61 ± 0.0045


















JE11 ⊗ E12 ⊗ E20K 12E201E110E120 + 12E200E110E121 + 12E200E111E120 − 12E201E111E121 −3.0516± 0.0009
JE11 ⊗ E12 ⊗ E21K 12E211E110E120 + 12E210E110E121 + 12E210E111E120 − 12E211E111E121 −15.2987± 0.0025
JE11 ⊗ E12 ⊗ E22K 12E221E110E120 + 12E220E110E121 + 12E220E111E120 − 12E221E111E121 5.9937± 0.007
JE11 ⊗ E12 ⊗ E23K 12E231E110E120 + 12E230E110E121 + 12E230E111E120 − 12E231E111E121 8.2274± 0.0077

















121 16.897 ± 0.0094






























































JE20 ⊗ E21 ⊗ E22K 12E200E210E221 + 12E200E211E220 + 12E201E210E220 − 12E201E211E221 0.4224± 0.0031
JE20 ⊗ E21 ⊗ E23K 12E200E210E231 + 12E200E211E230 + 12E201E210E230 − 12E201E211E231 −1.1994± 0.011











221 −1.77 ± 0.0023
JE20 ⊗ E22 ⊗ E23K 12E200E220E231 + 12E200E221E230 + 12E201E220E230 − 12E201E221E231 −4.7891± 0.0075




































Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å3)











221 −3.01 ± 0.0047
JE21 ⊗ E22 ⊗ E23K 12E210E220E231 + 12E210E221E230 + 12E211E220E230 − 12E211E221E231 −4.7959± 0.0078











































Table 7.6: Third-order mode coefficients for the double hexagon.
When expanded in the provided basis, it constitutes a full Taylor
expansion.
Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å4)
JA1 ⊗A1 ⊗A1 ⊗A1K A41 4.7601± 0.0043
JA1 ⊗A1 ⊗A2 ⊗A2K A21A22 1.387 ± 0.016
JA1 ⊗A1 ⊗B1 ⊗B1K A21B21 68.1573± 0.0296
JA1 ⊗A1 ⊗B2 ⊗B2K A21B22 −9.0902± 0.0046




































JA1 ⊗A2 ⊗B1 ⊗B2K A1A2B1B2 6.1872± 0.0048































































211 −73.426 ± 0.0141





JA2 ⊗A2 ⊗A2 ⊗A2K A42 −0.2665± 0.0339
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Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å4)
JA2 ⊗A2 ⊗B1 ⊗B1K A22B21 −6.8396± 0.0547
JA2 ⊗A2 ⊗B2 ⊗B2K A22B22 −3.4287± 0.0142

































































































211 13.348 ± 0.0095
JB1 ⊗B1 ⊗B1 ⊗B1K B41 31.7046± 0.0104
JB1 ⊗B1 ⊗B2 ⊗B2K B21B22 −34.9746± 0.0208







































































JB2 ⊗B2 ⊗B2 ⊗B2K B42 −2.5794± 0.0019







































Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å4)







































JE1 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E20K 12E2200E210 + 16E2201E210 + 23E200E201E10E11 + 16E2200E211 + 12E2201E211 215.9695± 0.1077







































JE1 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E21K 12E201E211E210− 12E200E211E10E11− 12E201E210E10E11+ 12E200E210E211 112.1211± 0.0197
JE1 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E21 ⊗ E21K 12E2210E210 + 16E2211E210 + 23E210E211E10E11 + 16E2210E211 + 12E2211E211 15.8049± 0.0199


























JE20 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E21K 12E3200E210 + 12E2200E201E211 + 12E200E2201E210 + 12E3201E211 −47.7797± 0.002
JE20 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E21 ⊗ E21K 12E2200E2210+ 16E2200E2211+ 23E200E201E210E211+ 16E2201E2210+ 12E2201E2211 −9.482 ± 0.0245














JE20 ⊗ E21 ⊗ E21 ⊗ E21K 12E200E3210 + 12E200E210E2211 + 12E201E2210E211 + 12E201E3211 17.1415± 0.004












Table 7.7: Fourth-order mode coefficients for the hexagon. When
expanded in the provided basis, it constitutes a full Taylor expan-
sion.
Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å5)
JA1 ⊗A1 ⊗A1 ⊗A1 ⊗A1K A51 −0.241 ± 0.4139
JA1 ⊗A1 ⊗A1 ⊗A2 ⊗A2K A31A22 14.7051± 0.8301
JA1 ⊗A1 ⊗A1 ⊗B1 ⊗B1K A31B21 −41.2798± 2.9657
JA1 ⊗A1 ⊗A1 ⊗B2 ⊗B2K A31B22 14.5041± 0.3865




































JA1 ⊗A1 ⊗A2 ⊗B1 ⊗B2K A21A2B1B2 −51.7823± 2.1242




1A2E201E210 −63.748 ± 2.361
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Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å5)



















































































211 94.599 ± 2.7329








211 −27.525 ± 0.063
JA1 ⊗A2 ⊗A2 ⊗A2 ⊗A2K A1A42 5.1565± 0.9244
JA1 ⊗A2 ⊗A2 ⊗B1 ⊗B1K A1A22B21 12.1496± 4.446
JA1 ⊗A2 ⊗A2 ⊗B2 ⊗B2K A1A22B22 −1.2486± 1.3594










































































































JA1 ⊗B1 ⊗B1 ⊗B1 ⊗B1K A1B41 −79.5381± 2.7287
JA1 ⊗B1 ⊗B1 ⊗B2 ⊗B2K A1B21B22 88.8282± 2.1781













































Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å5)





































JA1 ⊗B2 ⊗B2 ⊗B2 ⊗B2K A1B42 4.103 ± 0.0183











11 24.316 ± 0.3569



















2 −14.522 ± 0.7979
















11 186.468 ± 2.1322








A1E200E201B2E11 16.686 ± 1.7983












A1E210E211B2E11 −53.252 ± 3.2416







































11 211.597 ± 1.0327







































































JA1 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E21K 12A1E3200E210 + 12A1E2200E201E211 + 12A1E200E2201E210 + 12A1E3201E211 97.7471± 2.0621
























JA1 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E21 ⊗ E21 ⊗ E21K 12A1E200E3210 + 12A1E200E210E2211 + 12A1E201E2210E211 + 12A1E201E3211 −29.132 ± 0.1469
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Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å5)
















JA2 ⊗A2 ⊗A2 ⊗B1 ⊗B2K A32B1B2 12.3982± 1.545




















































11 −5.129 ± 1.3073













































JA2 ⊗B1 ⊗B1 ⊗B1 ⊗B2K A2B31B2 −84.3345± 0.7028




1 −162.314 ± 2.1621
JA2 ⊗B1 ⊗B2 ⊗B2 ⊗B2K A2B1B32 13.6703± 1.8812




































































































Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å5)




























JA2 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E21K 12A2E3200E211 − 12A2E2200E201E210 + 12A2E200E2201E211 − 12A2E3201E210 −93.9108± 0.7845






JA2 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E21 ⊗ E21 ⊗ E21K 12A2E200E2210E211 + 12A2E200E3211 − 12A2E201E3210 − 12A2E201E210E2211 15.3225± 0.261

























1B2E11 352.385 ± 5.1802






































1 393.113 ± 0.0216














1 −429.026 ± 2.4873

























































































JB1 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E20K 12E200B1E310 + 12E201B1E210E11 + 12E200B1E10E211 + 12E201B1E311 −342.2306± 0.1501
JB1 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E21K 12E210B1E310 + 12E211B1E210E11 + 12E210B1E10E211 + 12E211B1E311 147.8287± 1.1821
JB1 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E20K 12E3200B1E10 + 12E200E2201B1E10 + 12E2200E201B1E11 + 12E3201B1E11 −684.2408± 0.997




















Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å5)



































JB1 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E21 ⊗ E21 ⊗ E21K 12E3210B1E10 + 12E210E2211B1E10 + 12E2210E211B1E11 + 12E3211B1E11 −49.7448± 0.4605









2E11 −26.166 ± 0.7834

















































































JB2 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E20K 12E201B2E310 − 12E200B2E210E11 + 12E201B2E10E211 − 12E200B2E311 −102.2057± 0.7514
JB2 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E21K 12E211B2E310 − 12E210B2E210E11 + 12E211B2E10E211 − 12E210B2E311 83.6905± 0.4824
JB2 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E20K 12E2200E201B2E10 + 12E3201B2E10 − 12E3200B2E11 − 12E200E2201B2E11 −190.2154± 0.5268
JB2 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E20 ⊗ E21K 3√28E
2













































JB2 ⊗ E1 ⊗ E21 ⊗ E21 ⊗ E21K 12E2210E211B2E10 + 12E3211B2E10 − 12E3210B2E11 − 12E210E2211B2E11 −35.4554± 0.2838





































































































Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å5)
























































































































































































































































































































































Sym. Prod. Polynomial Value (eV/Å5)

























































































211 −42.022 ± 1.6258
















































































































Table 7.8: Fifth-order mode coefficients for the hexagon. When
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